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Abstract
Within-field variability of crop yield levels has been extensively investigated, but the spa-
tial variability of crop yield responses to agronomic treatments is less understood. On-farm 
precision experimentation (OFPE) can be a valuable tool for the estimation of in-field vari-
ation of optimal input rates and thus improve agronomic decisions. Therefore, the objec-
tives of this study were to investigate the spatial variability of optimal input rates in OFPE 
and the potential economic benefit of site-specific input management. Mixed geographi-
cally weighted regression (GWR) models were used to estimate local yield response func-
tions. The methodology was applied to investigate the spatial variability in corn response to 
nitrogen and seed rates in four cornfields in Illinois, USA. The results showed that spatial 
heterogeneity of model parameters was significant in all four fields evaluated. On average, 
the RMSE of the fitted yield decreased from 1.2 Mg ha−1 in the non-spatial global model to 
0.7 Mg ha−1 in the GWR model, and the r-squared increased from 10 to 68%. The average 
potential gain of using optimized uniform rates of seed and nitrogen was US$ 65.00 ha−1, 
while the added potential gain of the site-specific application was US$ 58.00  ha−1. The 
combination of OFPE and GWR proved to be an effective tool for testing precision agricul-
ture’s central hypothesis of whether optimal input application rates display adequate spatial 
variability to justify the costs of the variable rate technology itself. The reported results 
encourage more research on response-based input management recommendations instead 
of the still widespread focus on yield-based algorithms.
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Introduction

Site-specific technologies, including yield monitoring, remote sensing imaging, and vari-
able rate input application, have become increasingly available to farmers in recent dec-
ades. Additionally, many farmers have access to software tools to process this information 
and use it to guide site-specific management decisions. This decision-making process is 
based primarily on the knowledge about yield response to crop input management in agro-
nomic trials, which involve changing management practices and subsequent monitoring of 
the effects on the system output (Pringle et al. 2004a, b).

The potential for economic gains from the implementation of site-specific crop man-
agement technologies depends on the assumption that yield response to an agronomic 
input can be described as a function of managed input strategies, field characteristics, and 
weather. Because field characteristics are spatially dependent, how yields respond to man-
aged inputs changes over space the shape of the traditional “yield curve” plot with input 
application rate on the horizontal axis and yield on the vertical axis will vary among sites 
within a field (Bullock and Bullock 1994). However, most variable rate recommendations 
are calculated using the same methods, and calibrations developed for uniform field man-
agement. These are based on agronomic trials that are usually planned to be representative 
of the conditions in the geographical region of interest to the researchers aiming to infer the 
management insights coming from small-scale plots to larger regions. To make the recom-
mendations more accessible to users, these models are usually very simplified versions of 
the true yield response function (Morris et al. 2018). In the case of nitrogen fertilizer, this 
simplification has led to the widespread use of yield levels as a proxy for estimating the 
optimal input application rates, even though academic research provides only weak evi-
dence of any correlation between yield levels and economically optimal input application 
rates (Bachmaier and Gandorfer 2009; Rodriguez et al. 2019; Scharf et al. 2006).

To improve site-specific management requires information about how crop yield 
responds to varying treatments and how those responses vary over space (Bullock and 
Bullock 1994). Variable-rate technology can be used to systematically control input lev-
els in highly mechanized, large-scale production systems (Piepho et  al. 2011). In addi-
tion, these operations make possible the running of large-scale, on-farm precision experi-
ments (OFPE), that generate large amounts of site-specific response data, which can be 
used to understand the spatial variation of optimal input application rates (Bullock et al. 
2019). Moreover, because OFPE data are gathered in the same fields for which manage-
ment recommendations are desired, field and site-specific yield response functions can be 
estimated. Thus, the ultimate purpose of OFPE is to develop site-specific input applica-
tion (Piepho et al. 2011). OFPEs also allow testing the fundamental hypothesis of preci-
sion agriculture, which is that the rate at which inputs are applied can be profitably varied 
within fields to match site-specific requirements (Bachmaier and Gandorfer 2009; Lark and 
Wheeler 2003). Of course, estimating site-specific yield response requires spatial data anal-
ysis (Bullock and Lowenberg-DeBoer 2007; Hurley et al. 2005).

Most of the examples of OFPE consider only the effect of a single factor on crop yield 
(Kindred et al. 2017; Piepho et al. 2011; Pringle et al. 2004a, b). The statistical analysis of 
this type of trial often involves using geostatistical interpolation methods to estimate the 
effects of all tested treatment levels in all points of a regular grid. With that, yield estimates 
for each treatment level are obtained not only for the treatment tested on that point but for 
all other treatments as well. Then local response function parameters need to be estimated 
using the interpolated values for each point in the interpolated grid. The confidence of 
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each estimate will depend on the distance of neighboring experimental units with the same 
treatment level, and for that, systematic designs are preferable over randomized designs 
(Pringle et al. 2004a, b).

The main limitation of these geostatistical methods is that they rely on interpolating 
yield maps using only one level of the treatment. If the treatment has five levels, for exam-
ple, only 20% of the data is used at every interpolation. In a factorial design with four lev-
els of the first treatment and five levels of the second, totaling twenty combinations, only 
5% of the observations would be used in each one of the twenty interpolations. Due to the 
suboptimal use of the neighboring plots in the estimation of the yield response function 
parameters, the geostatistical interpolation is not well suited for the analysis of continuous 
variables and factorial designs with many levels (Pringle et al. 2004a, b).

Most spatial inference methods, including most generalized least square and spatial 
econometrics methods, were developed to focus on the implications of spatial depend-
ence (Anselin 2010). However, spatial heterogeneity has been overlooked, even though it 
is crucially important to model spatial data appropriately (Geniaux and Martinetti 2018; 
Murakami and Griffith 2019).

To model the spatial heterogeneity as local yield responses, it is necessary to have some 
local variable as an input, either as part of the design or some covariable that was meas-
ured in the field (Bachmaier and Gandorfer 2009; Thöle et al. 2013). Besides the need for 
additional data, the main limitation of this approach is that the results will be dependent on 
the correlation between the covariables and the yield response. The hypotheses that can be 
tested with such a model are restricted to whether the yield response function has any inter-
action with the spatial covariables, but it is not possible to test whether there is significant 
spatial variability in the parameters of the yield response function itself. Since there will 
always remain variables that can not be observed, drawing conclusions based only on the 
known variables may lead to wrong generalizations.

In recent years, spatially varying coefficient (SVC) models have attracted considerable 
attention in various fields of applied sciences. However, their use in agronomic research 
is still limited (Cai et al. 2014; Murakami et al. 2018; Trevisan et al. 2019a). These meth-
ods have been proposed to investigate the spatial variability or no stationarity of coeffi-
cient estimates in regression models. In other words, SVC methods are equivalent to the 
direct estimation of the site-specific yield production function parameters. The estimates, 
along with associated inference diagnostics, can be mapped to the original measurement 
locations or a new set of locations. Among the SVC models, the geographically weighted 
regression (GWR) has been one of the methods commonly applied. In the GWR, the 
parameters of the models vary in space and can be mapped and interpreted as a spatial 
variable (Brunsdon et al. 1996; Fotheringham 1997).

The GWR method allows the specification of more complex and less restrictive mod-
els, in which all parameters are estimated for each location. The neighboring points are 
included in the estimation even if they are from different treatment levels by applying 
weighted least squares estimation to neighboring subsamples. Weights are estimated via a 
distance-decay kernel, similar to the weights given by the semivariogram to neighbors in 
kriging interpolation.

Therefore, this study proposes to integrate the recent advances in precision agriculture 
and methods of spatial analysis to develop a new methodology for understanding the spa-
tial variability of crop responses, and thereby test the viability and profitability of preci-
sion agriculture. The novelty of the proposed methodology is the use of GWR as a data 
analysis technique applied to OFPE, without the need for spatial covariates. The hypothesis 
being tested is that yield response function with spatially varying coefficients is adequate 
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relative to the alternative of using a yield response function with only global parameters. 
The specific objectives of this study were to investigate the spatial variability of optimal 
input application rates, and the potential economic benefit of joint use of OFPE and site-
specific management.

Materials and methods

OFPE design

The fields used to generate the datasets for this study come from Data-Intensive Farm-
Management (DIFM) project on-farm field trials. DIFM is a multi-university project sup-
ported by the United States Department of Agriculture—National Institute of Food and 
Agriculture (USDA—NIFA) to use precision agriculture technology to generate original, 
high-quality, full-field, on-farm trial data at low cost (Bullock et  al. 2019). Four Illinois 
fields representing typical U.S. Corn Belt maize production systems were used for the trials 
(Table 1), with Fields 1 and 2 hosting trials in 2017, and Fields 3 and 4 in 2018.

The OFPEs were designed to generate data for localized estimation of crop response to 
guide site-specific crop management (Piepho et al. 2011). Each experiment had two man-
aged input factors, seeding rate (S) and nitrogen fertilizer application rate (N), with at least 
four levels of each factor. The allocation of the rates in the experimental units followed a 
completely randomized factorial design replicated over the entire field.

All treatment levels were implemented in the field using variable rate planters and fer-
tilizer applicators. Each experimental unit (“plot”) was given a dimension to fit the swath 
width of the machinery available (Table  1). The ranges of variation for the tested rates 
were chosen according to the producer’s experience and expectations for the field, typi-
cally allowing a 20% variation in each direction around the status quo rate (Table 2). Other 
farming practices were kept constant throughout the field and were conducted by the farm-
ers by standard protocols for the region.

Data analysis

Treatment applications were monitored using the feedback sensors in the variable rate 
applicators, generating the as-applied data. The as-applied data was filtered to remove 
extreme values, defined as values distant from the average more than three times the 
interquartile range. Yield data were collected during harvest using combine yield 

Table 1  Description of the four cornfields used for the on-farm precision experimentation

*Elev elevation, Exp. units number of experimental units in the trial design, Dim plot dimensions, Obs. 
units number of observations in the final dataset after aggregation of raw observations into regular polygons

Field* Year Location Area
(ha)

Elev
(m)

Exp. units Dim. (m) Obs. units

Field 1 2017 Effingham, IL 17 180 322 88 × 6 2898
Field 2 2017 Moultrie, IL 32 210 208 85 × 18 3276
Field 3 2018 Effingham, IL 12 175 234 82 × 6 3137
Field 4 2018 Effingham, IL 20 192 128 86 × 18 2816
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monitoring systems. Yield data were filtered to remove global and spatial outliers, tak-
ing into account the boundary of the plots (Trevisan et  al. 2019b). The data from the 
headlands and borders of the field were also discarded.

Each plot was subdivided into ten to twenty smaller regular polygons, depending on 
the plot’s original length (Fig. 1). The area of observational units was constant within 
each field and ranged from 37 to 87  m2 among fields because of differing machinery 
dimensions. The average value of all points within a polygon was used as the obser-
vational unit in the final dataset, which in each field consisted of approximately 3000 
observations (Table 1).

All steps and models were individually applied to each field. Letting I represent the 
exact number of observations in a field, with observations are indexed by i = 1, …, I. Let 
the (longitude, latitude) geographic coordinates of the centroid of an observational unit 
(a “point”) be denoted (li, ti). Based on weighted least squares, the GWR method modi-
fies the estimates of the regression coefficients as a function of the geographic position 
(li, ti). In matrix notation, the regression coefficients were estimated by Eq. 1:

Table 2  Treatment rates and yield of the four Illinois cornfields used in the OFPE trials

*Base N nitrogen rate applied at a uniform rate, at or before planting. Total N total nitrogen rate consisting 
of the base N added to the experimental rates applied at side-dressing. Yield grain yield estimated by the 
yield monitor system; count represents the number of raw sensor observations, followed by the field average 
yield and the standard deviation within parenthesis

Field* Seed rate Base N Total N Yield

(kseeds  ha−1) (Levels) (kg  ha−1) (kg  ha−1) (Levels) (Count) (Mg  ha−1)

Field 1 66–96 4 30 164–232 7 9562 11.2 (1.7)
Field 2 76–96 4 62 190–257 4 13,311 11.9 (0.4)
Field 3 67–89 5 52 208–275 6 7109 9.8 (1.8)
Field 4 67–91 4 179 179–246 4 11,612 13.5 (1.3)

Fig. 1  Examples of spatial data collected in one of the OFPE trials and the units used to aggregate the 
information
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where Y is the (I × 1) vector whose components are the Yieldi , and  Xi is the (I × 1) vector 
of the values of the J explanatory variable at the location  (li,  ti). X is the (I ×J ) matrix in 
which  Xi is the ith column, for i = 1, …, I. In this notation, the GWR model incorporates 
local variation in the estimated coefficients b(li,  ti) using a geographic weighting matrix 
G(li,  ti). This diagonal matrix incorporates the distance  dij between predictors  Xi at  (li,  ti) 
and dependent observations  Yj at the location  (lj,  tj). As  dij increases, the explanatory vari-
ables are expected to decrease in influence over the response variable (Plant 2012).

One particular case of GWR is the moving window regression, which applies ordi-
nary least squares estimation to neighboring subsamples by specifying a kernel weight-
ing scheme in which all weights are equal to one within the kernel and zero otherwise 
(Lloyd 2009). Using distance-decay weighting provides added flexibility to local regres-
sion modeling, allowing more data to have local influence, and tends to yield more 
smoothly varying coefficient surfaces. This decay is captured by elements gij of a matrix 
G, for example, as would be defined by the Gaussian spatial kernel function gij in Eq. 2:

Function gij calculates the weights given to the regression points at each location, 
with a bandwidth h adjusted by cross-validation and selected based on the corrected 
Akaike information criterion (AICc) (Lu et al. 2018). In addition to the Gaussian, the 
exponential and the bi-square spatial kernels were also compared. The spatial kernel can 
use a fixed distance for the bandwidth h, or it can be adapted at each location to include 
a minimum number of neighbors. Although the observations in the final dataset were 
regularly spaced in the field, an adaptive distance bandwidth was chosen to improve 
the results at the borders of the experiment, where a fixed kernel would include fewer 
observations. An example of the weights at one location is presented in Fig. 2.
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)

X
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Fig. 2  Illustration of the weights given to neighbor points for the parameter estimates at the center of the 
field using a Gaussian kernel. NR stands for nitrogen rate and represents the input variation according to the 
trial design
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Literature often suggests that non-linear functions such as the quadratic-plateau func-
tion, are more suited to describe yield response in corn than are their linear-in-variables 
counterparts (Pahlmann et al. 2016; Scharf et al. 2005). Although nonlinear-in-variables 
models may be necessary for describing the response to a wide range of rates, a linear-
in-variables function can be an adequate approximation over a sufficiently small sub-
set of the function’s domain. Since, as was the case in the experiments reported here, 
the ranges of rates tested in whole field OFPEs are restricted to reduce potential profit 
losses caused by experimental rates being far different from economically suboptimal 
rates, linear-in-variables models may be deemed best after the trade-off between good-
ness-of-fit and research expenses is considered. The polynomial function in Eq. 3 pre-
sents the full model considered to describe yield response for each field:

In Eq. 3, Yi is the observed yield, Si is the seed rate, and Ni is the nitrogen fertilizer 
application rate at a location i ∈ {1, …, I}. The βs in Eq. 3 can assume values according 
to one of the three scenarios:

(a) βk(i) = 0 for all i, which is equivalent to dropping term k from the model (where term 1 
is Si, term 2 is Ni, etc.);

(b) βk(1) = … = βk(1) ≠ 0, which makes term k a global variable, also denoted as βk g;
(c) βk(m) ≠ βk(n) for some m, n ∈ {1, …, I}, which makes term k a local variable, also denoted 

as βk l.

The standard GWR considers that all model parameters vary spatially, meaning that 
case (c) is assumed for every k. But in the research reported here, a mixed GWR model 
was applied, meaning that case (b) could hold for some k and case (c) for others—that 
is, that some terms could be local and others global. By limiting the number of coeffi-
cients that can vary over space, the mixed GWR approach can sidestep multicollinearity 
problems, which can lead to artificial spatial patterns of the coefficients (Geniaux and 
Martinetti 2018). This could be a problem, for example, when including coefficients of 
both the linear and the quadratic terms, for example, β1(i) and β4(i) in Eq. 3, as spatially 
varying. It has also been demonstrated that setting some parameters of a yield response 
function to a common value for all subareas within a field and year can improve both 
the goodness of fit and interpretability of a model (Bachmaier and Gandorfer 2012; 
Pahlmann et al. 2016). Based on these recommendations and to reduce the number of 
scenarios tested, model selection was performed setting all interaction and higher-order 
terms (i.e., terms 3, …, 8) as global variables.

The mixed GWR was also used to test whether a local parameter was needed for the 
intercept, Si, and Ni terms in Eq. 3. Model selection was based on the AICc criterion (Lu 
et al. 2018). The change in the root mean squared error (RMSE) when a term was added 
as a local or a global variable was used to represent a term’s importance. The signifi-
cance of the coefficient at each location was also tested using the p-values from pseudo-
t-tests, with the alpha adjusted by the Fotheringham–Byrne method (Lu et al. 2014).

The “MGWRSAR” R package (Geniaux and Martinetti 2018) was used for model 
calibration and the term inclusion. The “GWmodel” R package (Gollini et  al. 2015) 
was used to provide additional diagnostics and to test parameter significance at every 
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location. Both packages were used because MGWRSAR computed the results much 
faster, which was especially important for testing multiple values of kernel type, band-
width, and parameters in the model, while GWmodel provided more detailed output.

Comparison of optimal rate scenarios

Table  3 summarizes the equations used to compare optimal rates under the various 
scenarios. The assumptions described above about coefficients implied location-spe-
cific yield response functions fi(N, S), where units for yield, N, and S were ( Mg ha−1 ), 
( kg ha−1 ), and ( kseed ha−1 ), where kseed denotes thousands of seeds. The status quo 
seed rate Ssq and nitrogen fertilizer application rate Nsq were those that the produc-
ers said they would have applied had they not taken part in the on-farm precision 
experiments.

The following prices were used to calculate the economically optimal rates: corn 
price of p = US$ 160.00  Mg−1 (US$ 4.00  bu−1), corn seed price of wS = US$ 3.50 
 kseeds−1, and nitrogen price of wN = US$ 0.88  kg−1 (US$ 0.40  lbs−1). These val-
ues imply approximate price ratios wS/p = 0.022 Mg  kseeds−1 (0.88 bu  kseeds−1), and 
wN/p = 0.0055  Mg  kg−1 (0.10  bu  lbs−1). The quantitative results reported below were 
calculated by replacing the expected yield response function fi(N, S) in Table 3 with the 
predicted expected yield response function in Eq. 3, and solving the maximization prob-
lems using standard first-order conditions from multivariate calculus, obtaining the val-
ues of the arguments S and N that maximize (argmax) the expected net revenue function 
(Bullock and Bullock 1994). In these scenarios it is assumed that all equipment needed 
is already available at no extra cost. For simplicity, costs associated with information 
management and data processing are also not considered in the economic analysis. The 

Table 3  Summary of the equations used in the comparison of optimal rates scenarios

Equation Description

yi = fi(N, S) The expected yield response function
y
sq

i
= fi(N

sq, Ssq) Status quo expected yield also referred to as reference yield
r
sq

i
= py

sq

i
− wNN

sq − wSS
sq Status quo expected net revenue

ri(N, S) =
(

pfi(N, S) − wNN − wSS
)

The expected net revenue function

Δri(N, S) = ri(N, S) − r
sq

i
Expected net revenue loss (gain if < 0) function

(Nu, Su) = argmax
(N,S)

�

∑I

i=1
ri(N, S)

�

Optimal nitrogen fertilizer and seeding plan under uniform man-
agement

yu
i
= fi(N

u, Su) Expected yield under optimal uniform management
ru∗
i

= pyu
i
− wNN

u − wSS
u Expected net revenue under optimal uniform management

(

N∗
i
, S∗

i

)

= argmax
(N,S)

{[

ri(N, S)
]}

The optimal site-specific management plan

y∗
i
= fi

(

N∗
i
, S∗

i

)

Expected yield under optimal site-specific management
rss∗
i

= py∗
i
− wNN

∗
i
− wSS

∗
i

Expected net revenue under optimal site-specific management
Δru+

i
= ru∗

i
− r

sq

i
Expected net revenue increase due to optimal uniform management

Δrss+
i

= rss
i
− r

sq

i
Expected net revenue increase due to optimal site-specific manage-

ment
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Calculations were conducted with base functions in the R software package (R Core 
Team 2019).

Results and discussion

OFPE implementation

Variable-rate applicators generally apply inputs with some degree of error, rarely exactly 
matching to the target rate. Nevertheless, monitors can record very accurately the “as-
applied” and “as-planted” rates, which are the actual rates at which the inputs “went into 
the ground”. Therefore, the as-planted and as-applied maps presented highly accurate 
implementations of the trial designs (Fig.  3a, b). Historically, the main reason for using 
the targeted rates or grouping the as-applied rates into a few levels was to analyze variance 
using treatments as categorical variables. Since the proposed methodology treats treat-
ments as continuous variables in all steps, such categorization was not necessary.

Fig. 3  Spatial distribution of a as-planted seed rates (kseeds  ha−1), b as-applied nitrogen rates (kg  ha−1), 
and c corn yield (Mg  ha−1), as registered by the yield monitor and aggregated to each observational unit in 
the four on-farm precision experiments
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The yield maps of the four fields reveal that most yield variation could be attributed 
to factors other than the treatment rates since there are no obvious patterns of treatment-
yield relations (Fig. 3c). Field 1 presents a wide range of yield values, but not a clear 
spatial structure of the variability. Yields in Field 2 were the most spatially homogene-
ous among the four, with a yield range of only 2.0 Mg ha−1. Spatial variability is more 
evident in Fields 3 and 4, with Field 3 on average producing the lowest yields and Field 
4 the highest.

The factorial combinations of the experiment’s several nitrogen and seed rates 
resulted in many (N, S) treatment levels in each field’s trial design, making a visual 
interpretation of the results difficult. The quality of the yield data is currently a major 
concern in OFPE and also affect how the results look in the map. Errors in yield data 
can come from the different lengths of time needed for combines’ internal threshing 
mechanisms to process the grains, which can reduce the contrast between the yields at 
different input rates (Lark et al. 1997; Lark and Wheeler 2003). To improve yield data 
quality, the convoluted yield monitoring process was taken into account in trial design, 
with plot lengths sufficiently long to allow the harvester to pass through any treatment 
plot for at least 30  s. Therefore, the effects of the yield convolution in the treatment 
transition zones were considered to be small, since most of the points included in each 
location were outside of the transition zones. To maintain methodological simplicity, 
the points in the transitions were kept in the data analyzed, and no explicit effect was 
included in the model. The importance of these effects should be explored in future 
research.

The dispersion of yield values for the same input rate is much higher in OFPE than 
what is commonly observed in small plot research (Fig. 4). The noise in the data comes 
from many sources, including the errors associated with the yield monitoring process 

Fig. 4  Scatterplots of the relationship between a yield and as-planted seed rates, and b yield and as-applied 
nitrogen rates, in the four on-farm precision experiments
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and the spatial variability of yield that would be observed even if inputs were applied at 
a uniform rate throughout the field. The only scenario in which an overall response can 
be observed was for the nitrogen rate in Field 1. The distribution of points also supports 
the decision of using linear regression to represent the yield responses.

GWR results

The optimal bandwidth converged to about the same number of neighbors independently 
of the kernel type and the field. This optimal bandwidth determined that between 200 and 
300 parameters were necessary for the Gaussian and exponential kernels, and the number 
of parameters in the bi-square kernel was between 1000 and 1500. There are indications in 
the literature that the cross-validation tends to lead to an overfitted model with a too-small 
bandwidth, which can lead to instability and overestimation of the spatial variability in the 
fitted parameters (Murakami et al. 2018).

This seemed to be the case for the bi-square kernel. The Gaussian kernel presented 
lower AICc than the exponential in all fields, and it was therefore selected for subsequent 
steps.

In each field, the optimal size of the adaptive bandwidth parameter was found to allow 
the inclusion of about twenty neighbors. With the Gaussian kernel, these twenty neighbors 
captured about 67% of the total weights, and another eighty neighboring observations were 
needed to capture 99% of the total weights (Fig. 2). The convergence to the same band-
width size even though the support area of the observation units varied from 37 to 87 m2, 
further demonstrates the cross-validation used to optimize the bandwidth is taking into 
account the variance-bias trade-off more than the spatial variability of the inputs (Lu et al. 
2018; Murakami et al. 2018). A discussion of alternative methods of parameter estimation 
is beyond the scope of the present article, but these nuances of the GWR method may sig-
nificantly impact results and should be further explored.

A summary of the comparisons between the fitted GWR model and the alternative 
model using ordinary least squares (OLS) is presented in Table 4. The AICc and BIC val-
ues show that the GWR model fits the data significantly better than does the OLS model. 
The largest difference was observed in Field 3, where the RMSE decreased from 1.88 to 
0.81 Mg ha−1.

Table 4  Summary statistics for 
the yield response models fitted 
for each field

*OLS ordinary least squares, GWR  mixed geographically weighted 
regression, DF degrees of freedom, ENP effective number of param-
eters, AICc corrected Akaike information criteria, BIC Bayesian infor-
mation criteria, RMSE root mean squared error

Field* Model DF ENP AICc BIC RMSE R2

Field 1 OLS 2889 9 46,556 46,574 1.23 0.21
GWR 2701 197 44,969 46,081 0.87 0.60

Field 2 OLS 3267 9 47,092 47,111 0.53 0.04
GWR 3042 234 43,922 45,276 0.30 0.69

Field 3 OLS 3128 9 53,083 53,101 1.88 0.03
GWR 2876 261 48,349 49,846 0.81 0.82

Field 4 OLS 2807 9 45,346 45,364 1.25 0.14
GWR 2625 191 43,357 44,428 0.82 0.63
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The relative importance of each variable, as measured by the relative decrease in the 
RMSE, is one of the keys to understanding why there is such a significant difference 
between the two models (Fig. 5). The spatially varying intercept ( �0 ) explained 25% to 50% 
of observed yield variability; this percentage is related to the spatial structure of the field 
variability. For example, Field 3 had the most extensive range of the predicted reference 
yield and was also the field for which �0 explained most of the variability. Comparing the 
results in Table 4 and Fig. 5, it becomes evident that the explanatory power of the GWR 
model is also more related to the spatial structure of the yield variability than to the magni-
tude of the crop response to the treatments.

The global response caused a reduction in the RMSE greater than the local terms only 
in explaining the variability of the responses for seed rate ( 𝛽1g > 𝛽1l) in Field 4 and nitro-
gen rate ( 𝛽2g > 𝛽2l ) in Field 1. For all other field and input combinations, the local terms 
were more prominent in explaining yield than the global terms. The spatial variability in 
response to S and N were consistent across all fields, with �1l explaining on average 3% 
and �2l explaining on average 5% of the total variability. The unexplained variations, rep-
resented by the error term, are caused mainly by the short distance variance caused by the 
noise in the yield monitoring system, and by other sources of variation such as crop dam-
age by machinery and yield losses caused by pests and diseases.

The outcome of accounting for most of the yield variability by the variation in factors 
other than controllable inputs have been reported in other studies (Kindred et  al. 2017). 
The limited range of variation in the treatment rates, in comparison to what is used in small 
plots, also plays a significant role in the explanatory power of the model. While in small 
plot trials, the nitrogen rates may vary from zero to twice the usual rates (0 to 200% of the 
status quo rate), in the OFPE reported here, the variation was of only 20% (80% to 120% of 
the status quo rate). The small range of variation in N and S rates, coupled with the broader 
importance of spatial effects, the large number of observations, and the spatial correlation 
between observations make the analysis and interpretation of OFPE results challenging. 
Initially, input ranges were chosen in an attempt to minimize field implementation costs 
and encourage farmer’s participation. Trial design scenarios with more extensive input rate 
ranges are planned in future studies.

Although the �1 and �2 coefficients explained only about 10% of yield variation, these 
are the most important model parameters from a crop management perspective and they 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Field 1

Field 2

Field 3

Field 4

Relative RMSE Decrease (%)

2 1 2 1 0

Fig. 5  Decrease relative RMSE with the inclusion of each variable in the regression model in the four on-
farm precision experiments. For interpretation of the terms refer to Eq. 3
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will be the focus of the discussion (Fig. 6). The values of �1 ranged from about −150 to 
150 kg  kseeds−1. If coefficients βk = 0 for k = 3, 4, …, 8, then β1 represents the change 
in the expected yield in kg  ha−1 when the seed rate is increased by 1.0 kseed  ha−1 (the 
marginal expected product of kseed), and �2 represents the marginal expected product of 
N. Since the grain equivalent cost of increasing the seed rate by 1.0 kseeds  ha−1 is about 
22 kg ha−1 (buying one kseed costs wS = $3.50, and selling 22 kg (i.e., 0.022 Mg) of grain 
provides 160 × 0.022 ≈ $3.50 in revenue). Thus, the “break-even” marginal product of 
kseed is = �be

1
22  kg  ha−1. It is also possible to compare the distributions between fields, 

evidencing for example that Field 3 has a wider variation than Field 2. Similar results can 
be seen for the �2 values, with an overall range within -40 to 40 kg kg−1. The grain-equiv-
alent cost of increasing the nitrogen rate by 1.0 kg ha−1 is wN/p ≈ $5.50 kg ha−1, which, if 
β3 = … = β8 = 0, is the break-even marginal product of nitrogen, called �be

2
.

The spatial variation of �1 and �2 can also be interpreted as proxies or latent variables 
that account for the combined effects that crop development, soil parameters, weather fac-
tors, and their interactions exert on the crop response to each input. The use of proxies of 
yield response is a common practice in most of the agronomic recommendations, since 
measuring all the factors influencing yields is either prohibitively expensive or virtually 
impossible. To be effective, the proxy variable has to be well correlated with the crop 
response, which may not be always the case for variables such as electrical conductivity 
or vegetation indices. The advantage of this type of OFPE and the GWR analysis is that 
the crop itself is used as a “sensor” to estimate the spatial variabilities of the crop response 
and the optimal rates. The use of soil and weather characteristics may still be necessary 
for modeling yield response under different growing conditions, such as in other fields and 
years. The main difference is that the focus is no longer yield prediction; instead, the target 
variable could be the yield response, optimal rates, or simply the �1 and �2.

Fig. 6  Frequency distribution of the fitted parameters of local yield response to a as-planted seed rates, and 
b as-applied nitrogen rates, in the four on-farm precision experiments
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The distribution of these parameters is the main difference between the yield response 
functions in each location, and are the main drivers of the differences in optimal input 
rates. Therefore the statistical significance of these variations is strong evidence of the 
within-field spatial variability of crop responses to agronomic inputs. The maps in Fig. 7 
show the regions where that was the case. The significance is reflected in the raw p-values, 
and in the p-values adjusted by the Fotheringham–Byrne procedure (Lu et al. 2014). The 
percentage of locations with significantly different yield responses to (N, S) varies among 
fields, with Field 3 showing the most substantial variation. With the conservative protec-
tion given by the Fotheringham–Byrne procedure, less than 10% of the locations remain as 
significant in Fields 1 and 2. In general, no more than 50% of the locations are significantly 
different from the average. If temporal variability can be ignored, these maps could be used 
as management zones, clearly showing which parts would benefit the most from site-spe-
cific management. Considering temporal variability is possible, but beyond the scope of 
the research reported here.

Comparison of crop management scenarios

The predicted yields at the status quo rates showed smooth variations across the field 
(Fig. 8). These are the best estimations of the reference yield, and the variation is mainly 
due to differences in soil parameters which affect yield both directly, and indirectly through 
interactions among soil characteristics and weather.

Fig. 7  Spatial distribution of the statistical significance of the fitted parameters of local yield response to a 
seed rates ( �

1
 ), and b nitrogen rates ( �

2
 ), in the four on-farm precision experiments. Darker colors represent 

positive values and lighter colors represent negative values of the parameters. “Pfb” denotes the p-value 
adjusted by the Fotheringham–Byrne procedure
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The estimated optimal seed rates ranged from less than 70 kseeds  ha−1 to the maximum 
of the experimental seed rates, slightly more than 90 kseeds  ha−1 (Fig. 9a). The number 
of fields evaluated was not sufficient to conclude how weather influenced crop response 
variability in each year. By examining the cumulative frequency distributions of optimal 
seed rates (Fig. 9a), it is possible to conclude that the optimal rate was lower than the sta-
tus quo rate in over 85% of Field 2, but in less than 15% of Field 3. The range of variation 
in optimal nitrogen rates was about 100 kg ha−1 for Field 3 and only 40 kg ha−1 for Field 
1 (Fig. 9b). However, the optimal nitrogen rate was higher than the status quo rate in the 
totality of Field 1, and the estimates of optimum rates were limited by the maximum rates 
used in the experiment, thus restricting the perceived variability.

For the four fields’ geographic regions, the Maximum Return to Nitrogen MRTN pro-
gram’s recommended rates, which are the “best practices” promoted by several midwestern 
universities, ranged between 180 and 220 kg ha−1 (Sawyer et al. 2006). For Fields 2 and 
4, the higher end of this range contained this study’s estimated economically optimal N 
rates. However, the empirical results predict that Fields 1 and 3 could have benefitted from 
even higher rates. Note that Field 3 had the lowest yields (Table 2) and the highest optimal 
nitrogen rates among the four fields, providing additional evidence against yield-based N 
management recommendation algorithms.

The patterns of the spatial variability for the optimal rates of seed and nitrogen 
(Fig. 10a, b) are consistent with the significance of the local coefficients presented in 

Fig. 8  Spatial distribution of predicted corn yield (Mg  ha−1) if a uniform status quo rate of seed and nitro-
gen had been used on each of the four fields in the on-farm precision experiments

Fig. 9  Cumulative frequency distribution of optimal a seed and b nitrogen rates. Dashed vertical lines rep-
resent the fields’ status quo rates
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Fig. 7. In some regions, there is an indication of a weak negative correlation between 
both inputs, with low optimal seed rates being more frequently associated with higher 
optimal nitrogen rates. There were also many locations where the optimal rates were 
either high or low for both inputs. It is possible that in the regions with a negative cor-
relation, the main driver for the optimal nitrogen rates was the soil availability, while in 
the region with positive correlation, the main driver was the plant demand (Morris et al. 
2018). For reasons outlined above, understanding the reasons behind the crop response 
is important, and a key limitation of GWR analysis is that it cannot provide such under-
standing. To draw robust conclusions about the causes of yield response, more fields 
and weather scenarios should be investigated, and formal statistical methods need to be 
applied. This is left for future research.

The resulting range of the spatial variability of optimal input rates was shorter than 
the range of the reference yield variability. This again raises questions about the effi-
cacy of using yield-based management zones to establish prescriptions for variable rate 
input rate management; for the four fields examined here, yield-based algorithms would 
recommend similar management strategies for areas having similar yields but differ-
ent yield responses to managed inputs (Rodriguez et al. 2019). The results also provide 

Fig. 10  Spatial distribution of predicted optimal rates for a seed (kseeds  ha−1), and b nitrogen (kg  ha−1) and 
predicted corn yield (Mg  ha−1) if the optimized rates of seed and nitrogen had been used in the fields
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understanding about why other strategies, such as the nitrogen-rich strip and the ramped 
calibration methods used to calibrate sensor-based nitrogen applications, often fail to 
provide reliable nitrogen requirement predictions (Colaço and Bramley 2019; Roberts 
et al. 2011). Since they are allocated with no previous knowledge of crop response, and 
the range of the spatial variability is limited, recommendations based on the nitrogen-
rich strip will be highly variable, depending on the field to which it was applied.

Figure  11 illustrates the impact of using site-specifically optimized input rates. The 
difference between the reference yield and the optimized yield reflects the potential for 
improving yields by applying site-specifically according to the optimal rate of each portion 
of the field. There are no distinguishable differences in yield for the different scenarios in 
Field 2, indicating the status quo rates were already close to the optimal uniform rates for 
the whole field. The yield improvements were also observed in the high yielding areas of 
Field 1. The more compact the distributions are, the smaller is the yield variability. Com-
paring the cumulative frequency distribution of the reference yield and the optimized yield 
for Field 1, it is also possible to note that the variability of the optimized yields is higher 
than the variability in the reference yield. This shows that the objective of variable rate 
application is not to make the yield more homogenous, but rather to accept the spatial vari-
ability and take advantage of it by maximizing profits at every location within the field.

The spatial variability of the optimized yields (Fig. 10c) closely follows the variations in 
the reference yield (Fig. 8). This is related to the observation that most of the yield varia-
bility cannot be explained by controllable inputs (Kindred et al. 2017). In some areas, such 
as in Field 4, it is possible to observe some “hot-spots” with high yields, associated with 
high optimal rates of the inputs (Fig. 10). These are the locations where the local estimates 
of crop response had the higher values and could be due to a combination of factors that 
make those areas highly responsive, or due to random chance and the noise in the measure-
ments. Statistical methods such as the bootstrap may be used to estimate the confidence 
intervals of these estimations and refine the local predictions by excluding some observa-
tions from the analysis (Harris et al. 2017).

Economic results

The estimation of any opportunity index of the potential economic benefits of spatially 
adjusting crop inputs requires the spatial resolution used to characterize the variability 

Fig. 11  Cumulative frequency distribution of yields comparing the observed yield, the expected yield if the 
status quo rates had been applied and, the expected yield if the optimized rates of seed and nitrogen had 
been applied in each field
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to be compatible with the resolution at which the recommendations can be applied (Ler-
oux and Tisseyre 2018). The economic opportunity presented here implicitly considers 
the machinery sizes as given in the analysis because the spatial resolution of the data was 
defined by the ability of the available machinery to apply the assigned treatments.

Table  5 reports that, except for Field 4, adjusting the uniform rates of both inputs 
would have an economic impact substantially greater than the loss of revenue due to the 
suboptimal trial rates. Considering the eight possible combinations of fields and inputs, 
in five of them, profits from the status quo rate were within US$ 11.00 from the maxi-
mized profit. The spatial homogeneity of Fields 1 and 2 resulted in small differences in 
the local yield response to the agronomic inputs. For Fields 3 and 4, taking into account 
the spatial variability of optimal rates would have generated a positive economic impact 
greater than adjusting the optimal uniform rate for both seed and nitrogen rates. The 
average increase in net revenue of using the site-specific optimal seed and nitrogen rates 
would be US$ 17.00 ha−1 and US$ 36.00 ha−1, respectively. These results are similar 
to the overall average profit of US$ 30.00 ha−1 reported with the use of crop sensors to 
drive variable rate nitrogen application (Colaço and Bramley 2018).

Although the number of fields used in this work was adequate for demonstrating the 
method and making initial considerations, the extrapolation of these results will require 
more data. Nevertheless, the tendency of OFPE resulting in higher economic benefits 
on fields with higher yield variability, even though yield levels and optimal input rates 
are not necessarily correlated, is a promising result. This tendency means that fields 
with higher yield variability should be prioritized for the implementation of whole field 
OFPE, while in fields with less variability, the experiments may be replicated only in a 
small part of the field.

The main question that remains is the extent to which the results from 1 year of data 
can be used to guide the decisions of the next year, especially considering that some 
input strategies, such as seed rate, cannot be changed in-season. Answering that question 
requires knowledge of the temporal stability in the spatial variability of crop responses 
to each input, which is not extensively explored in the scientific literature. The major-
ity of the related studies focus only on the temporal stability of the spatial variability in 
yields, which interacted with the weather of each growing season (Maestrini and Basso 
2018). Many studies and reviews have focused on within- and among-field variations 
in optimal nitrogen rates, and have concluded that most of the variability is related to 

Table 5  Summary of net revenue losses due to yield loss in suboptimal treatment rates, and potential eco-
nomic benefits if an optimized uniform or variable rate had been used instead of the farmer’s status quo 
rates

*All values are in US$  ha−1 at a corn price of US$ 160.00 Mg−1 (US$ 4.00  bu−1)
SR seed rate,NR nitrogen rate, SRNR seed and nitrogen rate, VR-UR difference in profit of applying the opti-
mal variable rate compared to a uniform optimal rate

Field* Revenue losses Optimal uniform rate Optimal variable rate VR-UR

SR NR SRNR SR NR SRNR SR NR SRNR

Field 1 − 17 43 129 137 55 131 169 12 2 32
Field 2 − 7 11 11 27 19 18 39 8 7 13
Field 3 − 9 1 58 79 34 122 181 32 64 102
Field 4 − 41 11 3 16 28 76 103 17 73 87
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dynamic variables, such as precipitation and temperature (Puntel et al. 2019); and their 
interaction with field-specific variables, such as previous crop, tillage practice, soil 
drainage class, and N form and timing (Morris et al. 2018; Tao et al. 2018).

In terms of the model described in Eq. 3, the results available in the literature suggest 
that at least the global �s will be season-specific, and therefore may need to be adjusted for 
every season. Depending on the degree of temporal variability in �1 and �2 , there could be 
no need to repeat the whole field experiment every year. Instead, a small subset of plots in 
representative areas of the field could be used to adjust the other parameters of the equa-
tion. Even more promising, the season-specific parameters may be adjusted by the use 
of other tools such as crop modeling systems and pre-plant soil nitrate tests. Optimizing 
the trial designs to account for the temporal variability should also be explored in future 
research. The relative importance of temporal and spatial variability in the overall crop 
response variability is likely to be different for each field, crop and, input considered. The 
methods presented here have the potential to be applied in many other scenarios to improve 
management decisions by accounting for these sources of variability.

Conclusions

The main contribution of this work is to demonstrate an alternative method to test and 
characterize the spatial variability of crop response to inputs. The combination of OFPE 
and GWR proved to be an effective methodology to test precision agriculture central 
hypothesis’ of whether there is significant within-field variability in optimal rates. It also 
allows changing the focus from yield-based to response-based variable-rate prescriptions 
for crop input application. Future research on trial design and models with spatially vary-
ing coefficients for OFPE is advised.

Incorporating spatial heterogeneity of yield responses into model parameters improved 
model performance in all four fields evaluated. On average, the RMSE of the fitted yield 
decreased from 1.2 Mg ha−1 in the non-spatial model to 0.7 Mg ha−1 in the GWR model, 
and the r-squared increased from 10 to 68%. In 10% to 50% of the observations, the coef-
ficients of the local parameters were found to be significantly different from the average, 
providing further evidence of the need for increased knowledge about local yield response 
functions.

In Fields 1 and 2 the greatest benefits of OFPE would come from optimizing the field’s 
uniform rate, while in Fields 3 and 4 the highest revenue increases would account for the 
spatial variability in crop response, and implementing the site-specifically optimal variable 
rates would result in the highest increase in revenue. The average potential gain of using 
optimized uniform rates of seed and nitrogen was US$ 65.00 ha−1, while the added poten-
tial gain of using variable rate application was US$ 58.00 ha−1.
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